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Black where it all began..
By Stephen White
A STATUE of Cilla Black was
unveiled in her home city of
Liverpool yesterday.
The bronze memorial,
commissioned by her sons
Robert, Ben and Jack, is
outside the original entrance
to the world-famous Cavern
Club where the late singer
and TV presenter worked as
a cloakroom girl.
Robert Willis said his
mother “never really
appreciated getting old but
now she will be forever
young”.
He told onlookers: “We
were overwhelmed by the
incredible support after our
mother died from the
country but also, and
especially, from the people
of this great city.
“It was incredibly
comforting. Something none
of us will ever forget.”
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make a positive difference to their self-image

The 42-year-old, who has been open about
her love of fillers, got the treatment on The
Late Late Show as blogger AJ Fitzsimons
had her lips plumped.
Therapie Clinic said Friday’s broadcast
sparked a “staggering” spike in interest
in the anti-ageing options.
Manager Deirdre O’Dowd said:
“The influx of inquiries combined
with our research shows Irish
people are becoming increasingly
inclined towards the use of
injectables and fillers.
“It’s not for everyone but for
some people these treatments can

Meanwhile, an average 521,400 people
tuned in to watch the former Miss Ireland
undergo the procedure.
But it wasn’t without controversy as RTE
said it received one formal complaint and
11 informal calls and emails.
But Amanda said she wasn’t worried
about being criticised.
She added: “Everyone is entitled
to their opinion.
“I am simply here to show you
guys what happens. Most people
are too embarrassed to show
you what goes on or to tell
you.”

MORE than 10,000 people inquired and confidence.”
The chain also revealed nearly half of us
about Botox after Amanda Brunker
(47%)
would consider getting Botox or fillers
went under the needle on live TV, a
to slow down the ageing process.
clinic claimed yesterday.
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